
 

Probability models and the Axioms of Probability
Chapter 2 2

3 components of a probability model
Sample space setofall possibleoutcomes
Events subsets of the sample space
Probability mapping PC a function

probability mapping
ome or functionout'w

Tre
ith

pea probability
sample spaceof event A

pi event 0,1

The probability function takes an event
and maps it into a real number between

O and I inclusive



Several interpretations of probability

how likely an event is

relative frequency based on repeated
experimental trials

ex if you perform the same experiment
N times and observe event A
Na Times then

RA NAIN relative frequency of
event A

and as N gets large

PCA rA

But not all experiments are repeatable

probability as belief
probability expresses how confident
you are that an event will happen

Kolmogorov proposed a unified axiomatic

theomfpwbabihtyni.ws



Axioms of probability section 2 2

An axiom is a statement or proposition that is
regarded as accepted or self evidently true

Axiom I PCA O

IIIIIainIIIIgionaffpagganeanioint

These are the basics Everything else can be
derived from these

Axiom III if A Az is an infinite
sequence of events such that

Ai and Aj are disjoint for all i j AiaAj 0
then
P Ai IE PLAi

we will build useful facts about probability
from these axioms



corollan.es

TtheaxiomsTroaA
why recall S AVA and AAAC of

so PLAVA p s by Axiom II
p A PCA byAxiom

so PCA l PLA

Corollary 2 pCA

why PIA 70 and PCA 20

and play L PCA 30 PCA El

Corollary 3 pc
why 10 5

pcoD PlsY I pG I

Corollary 4 Suppose we have an event a

Eiz
Then PIA Ii Pl Ai



Corollary 5 pCAuB PlA PlB PCAnB

Note Axiom II can only be used when

A and B are disjoint This can be used

for any A and B

why we'll use a standard approach
manipulate the set inside PC
to call it something else without
changing its contents

B B write
A AuB fAnB uufta.BY
ACAB A'ABA All 3 pieces are disjoint

Apply axiom III

PLAUB P AAB Plan B 1 PLAYB

and PIA PCA AB t PLAABD
PCB Plan B t PLA DB

combining peauB p A PCB Plan B

we will use this corollary extensively



Corollary 6 extends this to more than
2 events

e

p Av B Vc PIA PCB Plc

Plan B PCAnc Pt Bnc
Pl An Bre

add all individual subtract all pairwise
add all three way subtract all 4way

etc

corollary 7 IfAcB thenRA tPlB
basically can write B At C where

c B A so AA c G PC c 30 so PCA cPCB

This can beuseful if events get complicated
We may not know all events in A but we

could find a simpler set B that contains A

Union Bound plAUB tplA plB

This can be useful when we don't know how
to characterite An B or if PCA and PCB
are both small lie A and B are both rare



Breaking an event into disjoint components
and applying corollary 4 is a key
strategy for solving probability problems

1 we can apply it to the sample space

Suppose the collection of sets A Az An
partition the sample space
Then pls I PC A n Aza Man

PLA t PLA t plan
Z plait
ist

2 If we have some other set B we

can break it into pieces based on the

partition of Ai's
B BAS Bn A VAzo u An

43nA U BA Az U i u BAAN
B

BAABhai and

f asA
PlB PlBAA

one version of the theorem
Baa

Ay
of total probability Bras



A problem solving tool The probability table

A table of disjoint events each labeled

with a probability
A Az A3 Ay

Bi f NBDBz
PCBa

PIA MAD PLAs PCAg IT
the A's form a partition
The B's form another partition
The sum of the probabilities across rows are pl Bi
the sum of the probabilities down the columns are PCA

Together since the A's form a partition
the sum along the bottom is 1

and since the B's form a partition
the sum down the right column is also 1

Note that together the events associated
with each block also form a partition



Exercise 3.
Chips are produced by two machines, and each chip has a probabiity of being bad. The probability
a chip is made from machine 1 is 0.4, and the probability that a chip is good is 0.7. Also, suppose
we know that the probability of a chip being either bad or made from machine 1 is 0.7.

(a) What is the probability a chip is made from machine 2.

(b) What is the probability a chip is made from machine 1 and is bad?

We can turn this word problem into math. Define A as the event that the chip is made from
machine 1, and define B as the event that the chip is Bad. Then P (A) = 0.4, P (Bc) = 0.7, and
P (A [B) = 0.7. The questions are then to determine

(a) P (Ac).

(b) P (A \B).

3

A drip made on machine I
B chip is bad 1

PIA 0.4
PCB 0.7

P AUB o

a PCA l PLA I o 4 0.6

b P AAB MA PCB P AUB

0.4 i p B 0.7

0.4 t 0.3 0.7
0

machine I does not make bad
chips



Exercise 6.
Events A and B are defined on a sample space S. if P (A) = 0.6, P (B) = 0.5, and P (A[Bc) = 0.9,
what is P (Ac [B)?

6

A'AB

Given PLA VB 0.9 B

q
AVB

Want PLA ups B
A UB

AABC

Break AUB into disjoint events

PIA UB Plan B PLAN B PLANBY

l P Acn B 0.9

so PLA AB o 1

And PLA VB PIA PCB PLA n B 1 0,6 0.5
O I

O 8

In fact there are many ways
to solve this

The completed probability table looks like

A A

H I
0.6 0.4


